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ECO POWER

Model: 2788
Code: 00P278800AR0
EAN: 8003705108714

Eco Power 2788 is the top of the range of the Eco Power Une, a range of energy-saving vacuum cleaners
from Ariete: low power input and maximum suction capacity, thanks to the highly-efficient motor which,
with just 1,150 W of power, guaranteeing superior performance to that of a normal 2,200 W vacuum
cleaner, with power savings of 50%. Multi-cyclonic bagless technology: a guarantee of maximum suction
efficiency that traps fine particles. The Hepa exhaust filter cuts the release of the finest particles to a
minimum and has an antiallergenic effect. The container is removable and the filters are also washable in
running water, for constant cleanness and also savings.The noise level, up to 67 dB, is the lowest in its
category and guarantees ultra silent operation far better comfort in the home. Eye-catching design,
"green" colours and the utmost attention to detail: telescopic tube in lightweight and elegant satin-finish
aluminium, flexible hose in reinforced, insulated fibre for maximum air tightness: vehiclestyle back
wheels and front wheels that rotate through 360° to make the appliance easy to use and manoeuvre, metal
multipurpose brush far hard floors and carpets, with easy parking system. A full kit of attachments:
crevice nozzle, fabric brush and soft brush for parquet and other delicate surfaces.

Product specifications

Multi-cyclonic bagless technology ✔

Energy saving, high-efficiency motor 50% more energy saving and better performance than a 2,200
W* (*compared to an Ariete 2,200 W cleaner)

Washable hypoallergenic Hepa filter ✔

Removable container, capacity 2.5 litres ✔

Aluminium telescopic tube and flexible hose in reinforcec
fibre

✔

Automatic cord rewinder ✔
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Multipurpose brush for floars and carpets ✔

Parquet brush ✔

Crevice nozzle ✔

Crevice brush ✔

Dust container full indicator light ✔
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